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Ql. (a) Comment on the following statement.

"1\{athematical model building process is an iterjve process)'.

(b) With the aid of a suitable example, expiain the mechanistic model based on

different levels in the hierarchy?
1

(c) Types of models play a major role in constructinq a math$matical model.

/i. What is the important characteristic of a stochastic model?

ii' Differentiate static and dynamic nature of mathematical moclels in relation

to time and types of variables involved.

(d) Aim of a company is to maximize the profit by seliing various proclucts pro-

duced by the company. For this purpose, a reiative quantity of each product

has to be determinecl according to meaningful character of the system. Discuss

the nature of this problem in terms of stochastic, static and dynamic notions,

and finally state that which of these model characters would be most suited

for this problem.



Q2. (a) Flow diagrams are visual aid of describing the system, which give better un-

derstanding for modelling mo_re complex systems.

i. Identify the symbols commonly used in flow diagrams.

ii. Using the syrnbols identified in (i), draw a suitable flow diagram of an

energy model for a cattle growth, and 'write dov'n the constraints of model

parameters.

iii. Briefly describe the diagram.

(b) For a popuiation growth, olle can be interestecl in spatia,l clistribution of the

population. In this manner) the schematic description given below describes

the rneta-population.

non-spatial distributions of the populatiqn bi' carefullv
1

,{
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(c) The $*st car foliowing model can be given by

a"+r(t) : u,,(t) - u,,+r(f), n: !,2,. . . ,

where o' and 'lr' stand for acceleration and velocity of the ,nth cat:, respectively,

directly ahead to (n * 1)th car.

i. Does the. above moclel dimensionally correct? Justify your answer.

ii. If not so, re-clefine the modei thar has to be in a meaningful fonn"

iil. Once the driver of (n * 1)th car expects to avoid collision at the rear-end

of the ntl' car, how should he set up his driving?

(Hint: Setting the method of driving is the physical meaning of the above

model).

Explain the spatiai and

looking at the cliagram.
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Q3. (a) Define bhe following terms for the system:

dn du
*:l'@'u)' fi-o@,u)'

i. Critical points.

ii. Trajectory.

(b) In case of two species coexisting, the general solution of the linea,r systenr
r : Ar carr be given by

where c,; and Ai, r,: L,2, are eigen vectors and eigen values, respectiveiy, of
the matrix A. tsriefly discuss the following terms for a criticai point.

i. Stable.

ii, IJnstable.

iii, Marginaily stable

(c) The system of differential equations describirrg lli* competition between the
tlo species are given !y 

: c

d,n 
"i : ar -- Jsnz - TnnA,

dyn

" 
: 7lJ,* 1anu * 1zzy2, l

ghere r(f) and y(t) arethe number of first urrir".orrdfrp*.i*r, respectivery,
present at time t, and a,p and14, i,,i:I,Z,areall positive constants,

i. Fincl critical points of the above sysrem including (0,0),

ii' In case of critical point (0,0), carry out local iinearization, and hence obta,i'
the corresporrding system of ordinary differential equations.

iii. Find eigen values ancr state the nature of the critical point (0,0).

iv' f)etermine eigen'ectors and crraw the trajectories near {0,0).



Q4. (a) An epitlenric is an unusually iarge, short-tern outbreak of a disease such as

' AIDS, cholera, etc. A sirnple model of an epidemic problem can be given by

S(t) +1(r) + R(l) : ly': constant,

where.g(f), I(t), utta A1l; denote the number of susceptibles, infected pemons,

and individuals removed from the population by recovery, death, immunization

or other means) respectiveiy. Nloreover, // is the population size. State the

assumptions which led to the construction of the above sirnple model.

(b) Consicier the fcrilowing moclel in the a,tsence of removals.

d'9 -.,SI, {:oSI, a>0,
d,t 

: 
dt

with initiai conditions: S(0) : Ss and 1(0) : Ie. Show that

q/+\ _ (l/ - 1)A/ AIeNcYr
5(t) :pyrt +;ffi a'd t(L): 1,y-fT7t

. Discuss the limiting behavior of these solutions. 
' 

u'

(c) If the given modei in (b) is modified by an additlonal assumption that an

irrfected person recovers and becomes susceptibie at a rate proportional to the

current number of infectives I(f), with proportionality constfut 13, show that

e'ot ' 1

/ 1(i):,?_ , r, n/O,--le*t- 1l + -K' I lg

where K : a.ly' - p. Find the limiting value of f(t).


